Tuberous Sclerosis (tsc2+/-) Model Eker Rats Reveals Extensive Neuronal Loss with Microglial Invasion and Vascular Remodeling Related to Brain Neoplasia.
Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is a genetic disorder characterized by frequent noncancerous neoplasia in the brain, which can induce a range of severe neuropsychiatric symptoms in humans, resulting from out of control tissue growth. The causative spontaneous loss-of-function mutations have been also identified in rats. Herein, we studied histopathological and molecular changes in brain lesions of the Eker rat model carrying germline mutation of the tsc2 gene, predisposed to multiple neoplasias. Predominant subcortical tumors were analyzed, along with a rare form occurring within the pyriform lobe. The uniform composition of lesions supports the histochemical parity of malformations, with immunofluorescence data supporting their neuro-glial origin. Massive depletion of mature neurons and axonal loss were evident within lesions, with occasional necrotic foci implying advanced stage of pathology. Enrichment of mesenchymal-derived cell markers with hallmarks of neurogenesis and active microglia imply enhanced cell proliferation, with local immune response. The depletion of capillaries within the core was complemented by the formation of dense mesh of nascent vessels at the interface of neoplasia with healthy tissue, implying large-scale vascular remodeling. Taken as a whole, these findings present several novel features of brain tumors in Eker rat model, rendering it suitable for studies of the pathobiology and progression of primary brain tumors, with therapeutic interventions.